RSARS Overseas Net
Commencing 2nd November 2015

Net Joining Instructions

These nets will be SSB only and operate every Monday evening.
On 40m – 7.140 and 20m 14.143
Net Aim = Primarily to work members Overseas
The first time you join any of the three nets, please give:Your Callsign, Name and RSARS Number.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------This will only be necessary ONCE as the details will be recorded.
In future, just your call sign will suffice.
You will be given a Net Number i.e Nr 12, and then asked to QRX, “Stand By” please.
The control station will ensure that you get your turn to call other stations fairly.
GOOD LUCK!
The Nets are:- MONDAY EVENINGS ONLY!
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7.140

Net 2

14.143

Net 3

7.140

1900 to 2000Z
SSB
15 Minute Break
2015 – 2115Z
SSB
15 Minute Break
2130 – 2230Z
SSB-May be extended

Monday
Monday
Monday

NET RULES
1. Net Controller - Spain EA5AVL.506. - LES
2. Net Controller - UK G2ABR - CHRIS
The Overseas Net will operate as per published times - Monday evenings.

Owing to the COMPLEX NATURE of the Net, the following five simple rules will be applied:

1. The very first time you join a Net please give your call sign, and name. And also a report.

2. The Net will be run on a number system if you are the twelfth station to join, you become No. 12,
UK. or overseas. This will ensure fair turns to transmit.

3. Keep the overseas QSO´s as brief as possible. If you want to make it an official QSO, details as per
RSARS rules apply. If it is not an official QSO then reports exchange etc., will suffice.

4. You do not need to sign out of the Net, you will be called twice as your turn comes round. If
there is no response, then you have left that particular Net.

5. Please let the two control stations do their jobs, they are there to help and assist you, however,
you must make an official QSO by yourself, unassisted (RSARS rules).

There are three Nets. You may attend all three, or whichever you decide.

As per published times Z:
73 Les – EA5AVL

